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SWCS At-Large Directors Announced
SWCS would like to congratulate Jon Scholl and Bruce
Knight for being appointed as new At-Large directors!
They will join the SWCS Board of Directors in July of
2014, and their terms will last through July of 2017.
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Jon Scholl currently teaches
agricultural policy classes at the
University of Illinois as part of
an experiential learning program
focused on a hands-on, real world
approach to learning. Prior to his
job at the University of Illinois, he
served five years as president of
American Farmland Trust where
he refocused the organization
on a mission of protecting
farmland, promoting sound farming practices, and
helping keep farmers on the land. Before working
with American Farmland Trust, he served as counselor
to the Administrator for Agricultural Policy at the US
Environmental Protection Agency in the George W. Bush
Administration. Scholl is a partner in a family farming
operation in McLean County, Illinois, which grows corn
and soybeans, and generates wind power.
Bruce Knight is the principal and founder of Strategic
Conservation Solutions, LLC. From 2002 to 2006, Knight
served as chief of the Natural Resources Conservation
Service (NRCS), the lead USDA agency for conservation
on private working agricultural
lands. Following his position as
chief of NRCS, Knight was the
undersecretary for Marketing and
Regulatory Programs at the USDA
from 2006 to 2009. Knight is a
third-generation rancher and farmer
and operates a diversified grain and
cattle operation in South Dakota
using no-till and rest rotation
grazing systems.
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May/June Issue of the Journal Is Out
The May/June issue of the Journal
of Soil and Water Conservation
is now available online and will
arrive in print soon. In this issue’s
A Section, Wilson et al. provide
an overview of considerations
for aerial cover crop seeding,
and Printz et al. apply the four
principles of soil health for
rangeland soil health assessment.
In addition, a Conservation in
Practice article by Disney et al. describes the successes
of a community-based watershed survey and cleanup
effort on Mt. Desert Island in Maine. In the Research
Section, Bolster et al. report the development and testing
of a revised phosphorous index for Kentucky, and Rhea
et al. suggest an efficient and inexpensive method to
characterize urban soil suitability for the implementation
of green infrastructure (e.g., rain gardens and wetlands)
through land cover measurement. Find these and many
more articles in the online Journal.

Connect with SWCS on LinkedIn!
LinkedIn is a helpful social media platform for
professionals to connect to one another. Connect
with SWCS to get the latest annual conference news,
to network with other conservationists, and to start
discussions on topics concerning soil and water
conservation. Our company page is used to share
articles and Society news, our annual conference page
provides the latest annual conference updates, and
our group page serves as a forum for conservation
conversation and job postings.

RSVP for a Free Lecture on Agricultural
Research and Innovation
In cooperation with the American Association for the
Advancement of Science (AAAS), the Soil and Water
Conservation Society invites the public to attend the 2014
Charles Valentine Riley Memorial Lecture at the AAAS
headquarters (1200 New York Avenue, NW, Washington,
DC) on June 4 at 4:00 pm (registration will open at 3:30
pm) featuring The Honorable Daniel Glickman, Former US
Secretary of Agriculture. His talk, “A Food and Agricultural
Research Agenda to Deal with the Asteroids of the Future,”
will address the role that food, agriculture, and natural
resources play in providing for a secure food supply and a
sustainable economy. Following the Lecture, there will be
a panel discussion with Secretary Glickman; Dr. Catherine
Woteki, Under Secretary for Research, Education, and
Economics, USDA; and other selected discussants.
This event is free and open to the public, and is sponsored
by AAAS, the Charles Valentine Riley Memorial Foundation,
and the World Food Prize Foundation. The annual Riley
Memorial Lecture serves as an opportunity to highlight the
important role of research and innovation in agriculture.
To view the program and to RSVP, go to http://events.
SignUp4.com/riley2014. For more information, please
contact Anne Moraske at amoraske@aaas.org.

SWCS Chapter Table Displays
Don’t forget that SWCS has
presentation table displays
available for chapter use! Our
table displays were recently
used by the Nebraska Chapter
at the Nebraska state capitol to
promote wellhead protection and
groundwater awareness (pictured
on the right). If your chapter is
interested in borrowing the table
displays for an upcoming chapter
event, please contact Linda
Larson, linda.larson@swcs.org.
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Annual Conference News
The 2014 SWCS International Annual Conference will be
held from July 27–30, 2014, at the Westin Lombard Hotel
in Lombard, Illinois, a suburb of Chicago. To keep up to
date on all annual conference news, visit our website.

Make Sure to Add a Workshop to Your
Online Registration

SWCS has a solid reputation as the organization where
leaders of the scientific and technical conservation
community network, connect, and learn. The professional
development workshops, held in conjunction with
the International Annual Conference, enhance these
opportunities by offering hands-on training from industry
experts. Registration for
workshops may be purchased
in addition to conference
registration or as a stand-alone
option. If you forgot to add a
workshop, there is still time
to take advantage of the early
registration discount. Contact
Kim Johnson-Smith to find out
how you can add a workshop
to your existing registration.
Go online to register if you
haven’t already. Discounted
pricing is available through
June 17, 2014.

Technical and Leadership Workshops

All workshops take place on Sunday, July 27, 2014. For
detailed descriptions of the workshops, visit this website.
Workshop attendees are eligible for continuing education
credits from various certifying organizations. Registration
fees vary. Listed below are the three workshops available.
Water Erosion Prediction Project (WEPP) Model Application
This workshop will provide participants with information,
software, and hands-on training with the USDA Water
Erosion Prediction Project (WEPP) model, a process-based
soil erosion prediction system. The course will provide
background, processes modeled, interfaces, and databases
available. Attendees should bring their own laptop
computer with them, in order to install and run the WEPP
software and learn how to apply the model to hillslope
profiles and small watersheds.

Communicating Effectively with Social Media
This interactive workshop is geared toward those with
a basic understanding of social media, but who want
to learn more and engage with stakeholders in a more
effective way. The primary focus will be on the use and
basic functions and features of Twitter. Participants will
also explore other social media forums used by agrienvironmental agencies and farm stakeholders.
Nitrogen Tools Workshop
This workshop will focus on the hands-on use of nitrogen
management tools and management technology/software
(e.g., Nitrogen Index, Phosphorus Index, Nitrous Oxide
Index) and help users analyze risk and assess management
situations. Workshop presenters will describe the entire
process, from gathering producer information, to software
downloading, to analyzing the output from the tools.
To get more details concerning the Annual Conference
workshops, please go to our website.

Student Moderator Program Is Still
Accepting Applications

The Student Moderator Program is for full-time student
members of SWCS with a major in conservation and/
or environmental affairs. SWCS will waive conference
registration fees and cover two hotel room nights for up
to 18 student members. In return, these students will
spend one day assisting conference organizers with tasks
such as audiovisual technical support, note taking, and
session facilitation.
Students are responsible for covering the cost of their own
transportation and meals as well any workshop or tour fees,
should they choose to attend. Full details along with a link to
the application may be found online.
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Hoosier Chapter Summer Workshop
and Tour
The Hoosier Chapter is hosting its summer workshop
and tour in Indianapolis, Indiana, on June 6, 2014. The
featured speaker is Tim Carter with the Center for Urban
Ecology at Butler University, and tour destinations will
include the Indiana Nature Conservancy office, Efroymson
Conservation Center (a certified LEED Building), Big City
Farms, Easley Winery, and Peaceful Grounds Center for
Agriculture and Sustainable Living at the Marion County
Fairgrounds. Urban conservation practices (bioswales,
rain gardens, green roofs, pervious pavement, living walls,
season high tunnel, urban gardening, and more) will be
featured. The registration deadline is May 20, and the
cost is $20 for members to attend. Contact registration@
hoosierchapterswcs.org for more information.

Finding Environmental Synergy in the
North Dakota Oil Field
The North Dakota Chapter has partnered with the
Professional Soil Classifiers Association of North Dakota
to hold a soil and water summit on June 10-11, 2014.
The focus of this summit is to present and discuss the
impacts to soils and waters of North Dakota as a result of
spills and releases of crude oil, crude oil emulsion, and
production salt-water along with the responses made by
the oil industry, regulators, and consultants. With recent
public awareness of these issues, the goal of this summit
is to provide a science-based agenda to further educate
the attendees on what is happening in the North Dakota
Oil Patch.
Registration will begin early on June 10, 2014, at the
Roughrider Hotel Conference Center in Medora, North
Dakota. Included in the registration fee is a noon
luncheon with a keynote presentation by Clay Jenkinson,
scholar and director of the Dakota Institute. For more
details, visit the North Dakota Chapter website.

Upcoming Events
SWCS Northern Plains Regional 2014
Technical Conference
Billings, Montana
May 28-29, 2014
Hoosier Chapter Summer 2014 Workshop and Tour
Indianapolis, Indiana
June 6, 2014
SWCS Oklahoma Chapter Annual Meeting
Robbers Cave State Park, Wilburton, Oklahoma
June 6-7, 2014
Finding Environmental Synergy in the
North Dakota Oil Field
Medora, North Dakota
June 10-11, 2014
2014 SWCS International Annual Conference
Lombard, Illinois
July 27-30, 2014
21st Century Watershed Technology Conference
and Workshop—Improving Water Quality
and the Environment
The University of Waikato, Hamilton, New Zealand
November 1-7, 2014
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Welcome members who joined in April!

Iowa
Brittany Eichhorst
Jennifer Terry

Missouri—Show Me
Miller County SWCD
Polk County SWCD

Arizona
Bleys Goodson
Jose Quesada

Iowa—Iowa State University
Joseph Klingelhutz
Gabrielle Roesch-McNally

Missouri—University of Missouri
Zachary Haverly
Syaharudin Zaibon

California—Polytech State
University
Christopher Surfleet

Illinois
Lakiah Clark
Dane Hunter
Candice Jacobs
Jill Kostel

Montana
Carlos Romero

International
Abimni Andarine Afunui
Helen Jarvie

Oklahoma
Matt Howell
Malcolm Jones

New Members

California/Nevada
Mel Duncan
Sarah Tanuvasa
Francisco Tirado
Canada—Ontario
Paul Gagnon
Connecticut—University of
Connecticut
Kelly Niland
Connecticut/Massachusetts/Rhode
Island—Southern New England
R. Jane Rickson
District of Columbia—National
Capital Chapter
Skip Hyberg

Kentucky—Bluegrass
Chi Woodrich
Massachusetts—University of
Massachusett-Amherst
Emily Casey
Maryland—Maryland Old Line
Olivia Devereux
Minnesota
Jonathan Scoll

Current Corporate Members

For more information about corporate membership, please contact
Chrissy Rhodes, 515-289-2331 x 114, corporate.info@swcs.org.

Gold
Agri Drain Corporation
DuPont Pioneer
Hickenbottom Inc.

Silver
Agren Inc.
The Fertilizer Institute

All Ohio
Glen Arnold

Oregon
Michael Powers
Pennsylvania—Keystone
Jillian Adair
Serena Groff
South Dakota—South Dakota
State University
Benjamin Turner
Wisconsin
Paul Daigle
Chloe Wardropper

Bronze
Conservation Technology
Information Center
Ecosystem Services Exchange
Forrest Keeling Nursery
The Nature Conservancy
White River Irrigation District
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From the Leadership
Agriculture, Resilient Soil, and Coping
with Climate Change
By Dan Towery, President

Climate change, hypoxia,
floods, drought, toxic algae,
sedimentation, impaired
water quality, and many
other issues are facing
production agriculture.
However, climate change
may be the 300 pound
gorilla in the room—the
issue facing not only
agriculture, but every aspect
of life.
Extreme variability in precipitation will result in increased
soil erosion through either intense rainfalls or droughts
and high winds. There have always been storms, but the
frequency and intensity of these storms have changed.
In the last 50 years, the number of intense storm events
(>3 inches per day) in the Midwest has doubled. Many
of these storms are not isolated small cells, and some
have resulted in significant flooding. On the other hand,
drought and excessive heat have also increased, like the
Midwest drought of 2012. Currently the Texas Panhandle,
much of Kansas, and California are in severe drought.
It has been predicted that in the future the Midwest
will experience cool, wet springs followed by hot, dry
summers (not every year but more often than normal and
more extreme).
In light of the need to better cope with extreme weather
events, the following should be revaluated:
1. the measuring stick for soil health,
2. the role of crop insurance in maintaining the status quo,
3. the accuracy of soil loss calculations, and
4. the impact of ephemeral and tillage soil erosion.

It has also been predicted that crop yields will need to
double in the next forty years as the world’s population
increases to nine billion people. This increase in yields
needs to be done in a sustainable manner. This means
that a more resilient soil is going to be required. A more
resilient soil doesn’t erode as easily, its aggregate stability
and pore space are increased, compaction and runoff are
reduced, organic matter and moisture-holding capacity
are increased, nutrient cycling is enhanced, and summer
high soil temperatures are reduced. Soils with these
qualities provide a much better environment for crops to
grow and produce higher yields while at the same time
minimizing environmental impacts. As hard as it may be
for some to believe, continuing the status quo regarding
intensive tillage could actually become an issue of food
security down the road.
Farmers have to be eternally optimistic and hopeful
that after a bad crop year the next year will be better—
maybe even a record high yield. However, there is a big
difference between hoping and strategically implementing
changes to reduce the risk potential. Technology has
helped increase yields and will continue to play an
important role in even higher yields, but the importance
of a highly functioning soil cannot be understated.
The effort to improve soil health or make the soil more
resilient is gaining traction, and interest continues to grow.
Practices are in the early stages of adoption, and it may
take several years before a new adopter can expect to see
changes. Part of the learning curve is appreciating and
developing a basic understanding of the role soil biology
has in conjunction with the soil’s physical and chemical
properties. The soil is alive and full of microorganisms; the
types and numbers of these soil “critters” vary depending
on how the soil is managed (i.e., kind of vegetation, length
of time something is growing, amount of soil disturbance,
and manure or fertilizer applied). How the soil is managed
dictates how well it can function.
Climate change and production challenges will require
more innovative conservation practices in the future. It
is imperative that we get past the political jargon and
accept that the weather will be changing, and if extreme
weather events are the new norm, then it is a good
business plan to figure out how to adopt and prepare for
these types for events.
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